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The implicit Monte Carlo (IMC) method [16] for radiative transfer, developed 
in 1971, provides numerical solutions to the tightly-coupled, highly-nonlinear ra­
diative heat transfer equations in many physical situations. Despite its popularity, 
there are instances of overheating  in the solution for particular  choices of time 
steps and spatial grid sizes.  To prevent overheating, conditions on teh time step 
size Δt have been sought to ensure that the implicit Monte Carlo (IMC) equations 
satisfy a maximum principle. Most recently, a discrete maximum principle (DMP) 
for teh IMC equations has been developed [32] that predicts the necessary time 
step size for boundedness given the spatial grid size.  Predictions given by this 
DMP assumed equilibrium thermal initial conditions, was developed using pseudo-
analytic and symbolic algebra tools that are computationally expensive, has only 
been applied to one-dimensional Marshak wave problems, and has not considered 
the evolution of the DMP predictions over multiple time steps.  These limitations 
restrict the utility of the DMP predictions. 
We extend the DMP derivation to overcome these limitations and provide an 
algorithm that can be introduced into IMC codes with minimal impact on simu­
lation CPU time.  This extended DMP eﬀectively treats non-equilibrium thermal 
initial conditions, decreases calculation time by using multigroup approximations in frequency, considers multiple spatial dimensions with an arbitrary number of neigh­
boring sources, and overcomes inherent diﬃculties for the DMP in time-dependent 
problems. 
Disequilibrium in the initial conditions is introduced through a redeﬁnition of 
existing terms from [32] to diﬀerent radiation and material temperatures on the 
ﬁrst time step.  This results in a limiting DMP inequality similar in form to the 
original.  Multifrequency approximations are then applied by assuming separation 
of variables.  Energy deposition from multiple sources is assumed to follow linear 
superposition and the DMP from [32] is re-derived to incorporate multiple incident 
sources of energy in multiple dimensions. Lastly, an inherent ﬂaw in the DMP re­
sulting in poor predictions when temperature varies slowly over a region is overcome 
by developing a threshold temperature diﬀerence, above which the DMP operates. 
We have numerically implemented these improvements and validated the results 
against IMC solutions, showing the predictive capacity of the more general DMP 
algorithm.  We ﬁnd the disequlibrium conditions to be properly incorporated into 
the DMP, and multifrequency approximations to be accurate over a large range of 
time step and spatial grid sizes.  The linear superposition assumption is generally 
very accurate, but infrequently leads to DMP predictions which are not conser­
vative.  We also demonstrate that the temperature diﬀerence threshold prevents 
inaccurate predictions by the DMP while preserving its functionality. @Copyright by Paul W. Talbot
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One of the greatest challenges facing the United States in particular and the world 
in general is increasing demand for energy [12]. With increasing cost of traditional 
fuels like oil and coal and increasing concern over greenhouse gas emissions from 
burning the same fuels [12], the energy industry has turned signiﬁcant resources to 
developing sources that are more renewable, clean, and eﬃcient. While mechanisms 
such as solar, wind, and hydroelectric power show promise for renewable energy, 
and  nuclear  ﬁssion  energy  provides  a  strong  baseline  for  clean,  eﬃcient  power 
production [12], nuclear fusion technology oﬀers promise of abundant energy that 
is clean and eﬃcient [18]. 
The concept of fusion as a source of energy follows similar principles to ﬁssion 
energy. Figure 1 shows the average binding energy per nucleon of various elements 
and isotopes.  The most stable atoms, isotopes of iron and nickel, have the least 
amount of energy to oﬀer from either combining or splitting.  Isotopes such as 
uranium-235 can be ﬁssioned to move up the energy curve from right to left, while 
isotopes such as hydrogen-3 can be fused together in order to move up the energy 
curve from left to right.  Beneﬁts of nuclear fusion over nuclear ﬁssion include a 
more abundant fuel source and less hazardous waste [18].  The diﬃculty in fusion 2 
is forcing two atoms close enough to overcome the coulomb potential and allow
 
nuclear  forces  to  dominate.  The  process  of  overcoming  the  coulomb  potential 
between two atoms is called “conﬁnement.” 
Figure 1:  Average binding energy per nucleon.  Source:  MIT OpenCourseWare, 
Meyerhof. 
Three main approaches to conﬁnement have emerged.  Gravitational conﬁne­
ment is naturally-occurring and drives fusion in stars [20].  Facilities such as the 
ITER tokamak reactor make use of magnetic conﬁnement [28].  Another method 
is inertial conﬁnement fusion (ICF). In ICF, nuclear fusion is initiated by heating
 3 
a fuel target made of hydrogen isotopes.  The outer layer of the target is heated 
by beams of photons, electrons, or ions.  This outer layer explodes, compressing 
the inner fuel and initializing nuclear fusion.  Facilities such as the National Igni­
tion Facility [14] in the United States and the Laser Megajoule [5] in France are 
exploring cutting-edge laser technology, attempting to use ICF as a viable energy 
source. 
Because of the risks and expenses of operating ICF reactors, using computa­
tional models to simulate fusion is valuable for research [13].  The primary mode 
of heat transfer in ICF is radiative thermal transfer (RTT), which considers the 
balance of energy between a material and the photons surrounding it.  The RTT 
equations consider the transport of the photon, their absorption into the material, 
and the emission of photons from the material according to the Planck blackbody 
distribution. The blackbody emission of photons is highly nonlinear, depending on 
the fourth power of the material temperature. In addition, the separate equations 
for the photons in and around the material (the “radiation ﬁeld”) and the mate­
rial itself are coupled.  These two characteristics make solving the RTT equations 
diﬃcult. 
Radiative transfer is one of three modes of heat transfer.  For energies typical 4 
in most terrestrial problems such as 0.026 eV (30 degrees Celsius), conduction and 
convection dominate heat transfer.  At higher energies like 103  eV (11 million de­
grees Celsius), radiation rapidly becomes the primary form of heat transfer. These 
extreme temperatures occur in many situations of interest besides inertial conﬁne­
ment fusion, including oxy-caol combustion, glass cooling, and celestial events such 
as supernovas. 
1.0.1  Numerical Methods for Particle Transport 
In general, two classes of methods exist for solving numerical transport problems 
for neutral particles like neutrons and photons:  Monte Carlo methods and deter­
ministic methods. The phase space of interest in neutral particles is time t, position 
r, direction of motion Ω, and energy E; that is, we individually consider the in­
tensity of particles at each location traveling in a certain direction with a certain 
energy at a particular time.  Space, time, and energy are sometimes discretized 
in both Monte Carlo and deterministic methods, and angle is also discretized in 
deterministic methods.  We consider discretizing each element of the phase space 
individually. 
In spatial discretization, the physical problem is divided into individual cells 5 
of ﬁnite dimension.  While the cells can be any shape in general, we consider or­
thogonal meshes, with cells that are linear, rectangular, or box shaped, depending 
on dimension.  Four families of discretization schemes exist for partial diﬀerential 
equations, each of which produces sets of algebraic equations to solve:  ﬁnite dif­
ference, where Taylor series expansions are truncated to approximate cell values; 
ﬁnite volume,  which is derived by considering a sample volume and integrating 
values over it; ﬁnite element, which subdivides a domain into “elements”, or cells, 
and uses basis functions to characterize values within each cell;  and method of 
characteristics, which reduces partial diﬀerential equations to a family of ordinary 
diﬀerential equations that can be integrated. In the limit when the size of the cell 
approaches zero, the discretized approximation approaches the real solution. 
To discretize in energy, it is typical to apply a multigroup approximation. In a 
multigroup scheme, problem characteristics are averaged over a particular energy 
range.  For instance, in neutron transport the cross section of a material typically 
has diﬀerent characteristics in thermal energies near to the material energy, ep­
ithermal energies above that, and fast energies for the fastest-moving neutrons. In 
photon transport, a much larger number of energy groups are usually used, and 
since photon energy is directly dependent on frequency, multigroup is referred to 6 
as a “multifrequency” approximation. In either case, as with spatial discretization, 
in the limit that the number of energy groups becomes inﬁnite, the approximation 
is exact. 
Time is discretized in steps, and implicit diﬀerencing is often used to approx­
imate continuous time.  While explicit time diﬀerencing results in a more easily-
solvable algorithm since implicitness typically requires iteration, explicit diﬀerenc­
ing can be unstable and produce unphysical solutions if the time step is too large. 
Fully  implicit  diﬀerencing  allows  as  large  a  time  step  as  desired  at  the  cost  of 
resolution and computational iteration. 
One of the chief diﬀerences between Monte Carlo and deterministic methods 
is treatment of the direction of particle motion.  While Monte Carlo methods can 
treat angle continuously, deterministic methods increase computational eﬃciency 
by using distinct angles to characteristically describe the entire angular domain. 
One approach in angle is the spherical harmonics PN  method.  In spherical har­
monics the particle intensity is expanded into an inﬁnite sum of harmonics, and 
approximated by truncating the series at some harmonic N.  The spherical har­
monics are analytically integrable, and oﬀer a closed form for planar or spherical 
geometries [8].
 7 
Another angular discretization approach is using quadrature sets that prescribe 
a choice of distinct angles and associated weights.  The discrete ordinates, or SN , 
method describes the solution method with these weighted characteristic angles, 
where known values at problem boundaries can be “swept” across the problem 
for each discrete angle of particle travel to obtain a solution for the value in each 
cell [9]. One of the prominent weaknesses of the SN  method is its treatment of ray 
eﬀects. Since only a ﬁnite set of angles are traced in the SN  method, if a signiﬁcant 
anisotropy exists in particle direction of travel and this anisotropy is not along one 
of the discrete angles, the accuracy of the SN  method may suﬀer. 
In this work, Monte Carlo methods will be employed. While Monte Carlo avoids 
the ray eﬀect problems and error introduced from using a ﬁnite set of discrete 
angles, it introduces statistical error from its sampling method.  In Monte Carlo 
transport methods, representative particles are generated with a location, angle, 
and energy obtained through using a random number to sample a distribution. 
The particles are individually traced through interactions in the media until loss 
of energy, absorption, or streaming out of the problem.  The problem solution is 
obtained using these representative particles to extrapolate to obtain expectation 
values. Because of the direct dependence of these values on random sampling, there 8 
is uncertainty based on the random numbers used.  The variance of the solution 
is dependent on the inverse root of the number of representative particle histories 
traced; that is, accuracy increases as the number of representative particles traced 
is increased. 
1.0.2  The IMC equations and the DMP 
The Monte Carlo approach to the RTT equations used in this work is IMC. In 1971, 
Fleck  and  Cummings  [19]  proposed  a  method  for  implementing  a  Monte  Carlo 
solution of the radiative heat transport equations, particularly targeting optically 
thick systems [16]. There were several previous attempts at applying Monte Carlo 
to the nonlinear radiative heat transfer equations [21][25], but they were successful 
only for optically thin problems. Their method treated the radiative heat transfer 
equations implicitly with the exception of the opacity and material speciﬁc heat. 
This allowed them to develop the idea of “eﬀective scattering” and introduce the 
Fleck factor.  Given a time step of deﬁnite size,  a photon may be absorbed at 
a location during that time step.  If the time step is suﬃciently large, a photon 
may be emitted from the same location during that same time step. In eﬀect, this 
is similar in appearance to a scattering interaction at that location, despite the 
lack of photon scattering physics in the problem.  As the time step increases, the 9 
likelihood of an eﬀective scattering event increases. In the inﬁnite time step limit, 
all interactions become eﬀective scattering.  The Fleck factor describes the degree 
to which photon interactions are eﬀective scattering. 
The Fleck factor allowed Fleck and Cummings to linearize the RTT equations 
into the IMC equations.  Unfortunately,  the cost of linearizing is using explicit 
terms, which in turn allows for unstable solutions depending on the time and spatial 
steps used. Speciﬁcally, overheating can occur in the problem solution if too large 
a time step or too small a spatial grid is used.  Overheating in this instance refers 
to unphysically high temperatures in solutions.  For instance, if a hot source of 1 
keV impinges on one end of a cold material at 1 eV, a maximum principle suggests 
that nowhere in the material should there be a temperature greater than both the 
source and material, and likewise nowhere should there be a temperature less than 
both the source and material. Overheating occurs when a temperature larger than 
the source and material appears in the numerical solution to the problem. 
While the IMC method was quickly adapted in the radiative transport com­
munity, the undesirable overheating depending on time and spatial step size led 
Larsen and Mercier [22] to look for limits on the time step size Δt to ensure that 
solutions of the IMC equations obey a maximum principle. While they did obtain 10 
a bounding equation for time step size, it proved very conservative and impractical 
compared to numerical experiments. 
More recently, Densmore and Larsen [17] performed an asymptotic study on 
several Monte Carlo approaches to the radiative heat transfer equations, including 
Fleck and Cummings’ IMC method. In particular, Densmore and Larsen sought to 
test the equilibrium diﬀusion limit of the IMC method:  if an asymptotic analysis 
of the equations results in “an accurate, time-discretized version of the equilibrium 
diﬀusion equation,” then accurate solutions should be generated given an appro­
priate choice of time discretization.  Densmore and Larsen demonstrated that the 
IMC equations do not preserve the correct equilibrium diﬀusion limit of the thermal 
radiative transfer equations. 
The thermal radiative transport equations have been analyzed in several regimes 
[1][11].  The IMC equations linearize the thermal radiative transfer equations in a 
way that holds certain quantites at an old time step. As a result, they are at most 
O(Δt) accurate for nonlinear problems and O(Δt2) accurate for linear problems. 
While  the  IMC  equations  are  unconditionally  stable,  their  solutions  do  permit 
damped oscillations and, in the limit as Δt → 0 IMC solutions violate a maximum 
principle not observed in the thermal radiative transfer equations.  If an entirely 11 
implicit linearization is used, the resulting equations satisfy a maximum principle,
 
but this approach is impractical due to the iterations necessary [11]. 
Another  attempt  to  improve  the  IMC  method  involved  adding  an  adaptive 
adjustment to the deﬁnition of the Fleck factor [27].  In general, the Fleck factor 
includes a manually-selected α term, which is set to either 1/2 or 1.  McClarren 
and Urbatsch show that with a slight redeﬁnition of the Fleck factor,  the IMC 
equations can result in less overheating. 
Long [23] explored the possibility of using “sub-time steps” to update the tem­
perature in a cell several times based on a small number of Monte Carlo particle 
runs in order to mitigate the overheating identiﬁed by Fleck and Cummings [16], 
Larsen and Mercier [22], and Wollaber, Larsen, and Densmore [32]. This develop­
ment proved eﬀective at reducing overheating, but at the cost of increased solution 
variance.  A similar approach using predictor-corrector methods was proposed by 
Cheatham [6] and showed some improvement in avoiding maximum principle vio­
lations by predicting appropriate time step size. 
Wollaber, Larsen, and Densmore recently developed a discrete maximum prin­
ciple [32], addressing the discrepancy between theory and practice highlighted in 
[22].  In addition to the temporal discretization in the IMC equations,  they ac­12 
counted for a spatial discretization of the temperature ﬁeld to develop an estimate 
for energy deposited in a cell as a function of spatial cell and time step size. This is 
then incorporated into a discrete maximum principle governing the maximum time 
step that will result in physically viable results for the problem. Their predictions 
were demonstrated on a 1-dimensional grey Marshak wave problem using symbolic 
algebra tools in a MatLab [24] script separate from the simulation code.  Their 
predictions or DMP violations resulted in a bounding Δx, Δt  curve that closely 
matched experimental numerical results.  Their results provide the basis for this 
work, and helped to provide a theoretical foundation for extension to more general 
problems. 
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Figure 2: 1D Marshak Wave Problem
 
In a general sense, the DMP can be explained in terms of energy.  It describes
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a ratio between the diﬀerence of energy between the source and material to the 
estimated energy deposited less the energy emitted by the material.  If the energy 
diﬀerence is more than the net energy deposited, there is no violation; however, 
the  net  energy  deposited  should  never  be  more  than  the  diﬀerence  in  energies 
between source and material. When it is, this results in overheating. The estimated 
energy deposited is strongly dependent on both the time and spatial step sizes. 
For example, consider the initial value problem shown in Figure 2. A 1 keV source 
impinges on one side of an initially cold 1 eV material.  Figures 3 and 4 show the 
eﬀect of changing spatial step size Δx  and nondimensional time step size Δτ  in a 
Monte Carlo solve of the problem. In Figure3, the spatial step was adjusted while 
the remainder of the problem was held constant. As the spatial step decreases past 
a certain point larger than Δx = 0.05, overheating becomes more acute, while a Δx 
of 0.1 or 0.2 show expected physical behavior.  A similar trend is observed when 
adjusting Δt  in Figure 4, where overheating increases as time step size increases. 
The work in [32] was foundational for the DMP for the IMC equations; however, 
there are a number of shortcomings to overcome with the DMP inequality pre­
sented. Four are focused on here. First, it was assumed that initial conditions for 
the problem included equilibrium between the material and radiation ﬁelds. Partic­14 
Figure 3: Marshak problem adjusting spatial step size Δx. [32] 
ularly in cases like ICF, this is not an accurate assumption. Second, in [32] develop­
ment was done in the computational tool MatLab using computationally-ineﬃcient 
built-in algorithms for numerical integration. The DMP algorithm should not sig­
niﬁcantly impact problem solution time in order to be eﬀective;  thus, increased 
computational eﬃciency is desirable.  Third, in [32] only the ﬁrst cell was consid­
ered when estimated energy deposited into a cell was calculated. Fourth, the DMP 
algorithm in [32] only considered a single most-limiting ﬁrst time step. 15 
Figure 4: Marshak problem adjusting time step size Δtau [32] 
1.1  Research Objectives 
The objective of this work has four considerations. 
First, we remove the assumption of material and radiation temperature equi­
librium in the initial condition.  This change only requires a small adjustment to 
existing  terms,  and  allows  the  DMP  predictions  to  apply  to  a  wider  variety  of 
physical systems. 
Second, we adapt the existing DMP to use multi-frequency approximations. Be­
cause the previous implementation of the DMP used existing semi-analytic tools 16 
built into MatLab [24], our approximations will demonstrate that the DMP pre­
dictions are amenable to production software implementations. 
Third, we demonstrate that, assuming linear superposition of energy deposition, 
the DMP can be modiﬁed to consider temperature gradients across all boundaries 
of a cell instead of just 1D problems.  While the existing method is excellent for 
slab geometry Marshak wave problems, this superposition assumption will enable 
maximum time step predictions for a wider variety of problems. 
Lastly, we show that none of these adjustments impair existing algorithms for 
solving the IMC equations, and the DMP algorithm accurately predicts the onset 
of overheating for a wide variety of problems. 
1.2  Outline 
We proceed by ﬁrst reviewing the implicit Monte Carlo method for thermal ra­
diative transfer, then discussing methods used in this work, then analyzing results 
obtained from the revised DMP algorithm,  and ﬁnally drawing conclusions and 
considering future work. 
In reviewing the implicit Monte Carlo method, we ﬁrst review the equations 
governing  thermal  radiative  transfer  and  their  implications.  We  then  consider 
Fleck and Cummings’ IMC method [16], repeating their derivation for gray slab­17 
geometry problems.  Lastly, we rederive Wollaber, Larsen, and Densmore’s DMP 
[32]. 
Our  discussion  of  the  methods  used  in  this  work  will  ﬁrst  address  the  use 
of non-equilibrium initial conditions, relaxing the requirement that the material 
and radiation ﬁeld be in initial thermal equilibrium.  Next, we apply mutligroup 
treatment to the frequency dependence of the IMC equations.  Then, we consider 
the case of multiple boundary terms impinging on diﬀerent surfaces simultaneously, 
and how the DMP approximation can be adjusted to consider such an arrangement. 
Lastly, we consider the case when two neighboring cells with similar temperatures 
can violate the DMP inequality without a maximum principle violation occurring, 
and how the DMP algorithm can be adjusted to avoid this false positive. We note 
this work does not treat inhomogeneous sources. 
We approach viewing results in the same fashion as outlining methods.  First, 
test cases demonstrating the robustness of the DMP algorithm in non-equilibrium 
initial conditions are presented. Next, we show the eﬀectiveness of the multigroup 
treatment in IMC solution code over a wide variety of time and spatial step sizes. 
Then, we demonstrate the eﬀectiveness and issues with the multiple source adjust­
ment to the DMP. Lastly, we present how implementing a cutoﬀ switch alleviates 18 
some of the false positives returned by the DMP as a result of similar temperatures 
in two neighboring cells. 19 
2  Implicit Monte Carlo
 
2.1  Thermal Radiative Transfer Equations 
The thermal radiative transfer equations describe the generation, interaction, and 
absorption of photons in a background medium in local thermodynamic equilib­
rium. The generation of photons by a material is described by Planck’s blackbody 
distribution. For a given material temperature T , the spectrum of emitted photons 
by that material is given by 
2hν3  1 
B(T ) =  2  ,  (1) 
c exp( hν ) − 1 kT 
where  h  is  Planck’s  constant,  ν  is  photon  frequency,  c  is  the  speed  of  light  in 
a  vacuum,  and  k  is  Boltzmann’s  constant.  The  interaction  of  photons  with  a 
purely absorbing background medium is represented by coupled integro-diﬀerential 
equations: 
1 ∂I    1   
(r, Ω, ν, t) + Ω · \I(r, Ω, ν, t) = σa(r, Ω,t) B(ν, T ) − I(r, Ω, ν, t) ,  (2a) 
c ∂t  4π 
  ∞   4π     
cv(r,T ) 
∂T 
(r,t) = σa(r,ν
',T ) (I(r, Ω
',ν
',t) − 
1 
B(ν
',T ) dΩ
'dν
',  (2b)
∂t  4π 0 0 
where I  is the photon intensity, σa  is the absorption opacity, cv  is the material 
heat  capacity,  and  T  is  the  material  temperature.  The  opacity  is  similar  to  a 
macroscopic cross-section, with units of inverse centimeters. 1/σa is the mean free  
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path for a photon, or the average distance a photon of a given frequency travels 
before being absorbed in the material. 
The phase space considered for I covers location r in three-dimensional space, 
direction (solid angle) Ω, frequency ν, and time t. 
2.2  Implicit Monte Carlo 
While  a  complete  derivation  of  the  IMC  method  for  radiative  heat  transfer  is 
contained in previous work [16], here we repeat the single-frequency (gray), one-
dimensional derivation that leads to the Fleck factor. 
We begin by taking Eqs.  (2) in slab geometry, assuming local thermodynamic 
equilibrium: 
1 ∂I  ∂I  1 
+ µ  + σaI =  σ1acT 
4 ,  (3a) 
c ∂t  ∂x  2 
  1   
cv 
∂T 
− σa Idµ − acT 
4 ,  (3b)
∂t  −1 
and noting that 
∞ 
B(ν, T )dν = acT 
4 .  (4) 
0 
Following the derivation of Fleck and Cummings, we deﬁne 
um = cvT,  material energy density,  (5) 
ur = aT 
4 ,  equilibrium radiation energy density,  (6)       
    
     
 
 
  �  � 
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and deﬁning
 
1  dur  ∂ur  ∂um 
−1  4aT 3 
= =  =  .  (7)
β  dum  ∂T  ∂T  cv 
Rewriting Eqs. (3), 
1 ∂I  ∂I  1 
+ µ  + σaI =  σacur,  (8a) 
c ∂t  ∂x  2 
∂ur 
1 
= βσ  Idµ − cur  .  (8b)
∂t  −1 
We next integrate (8a) from time t = tn  to t = tn+1: 
tn+1  tn+1 1 
n+1  n  ur  − ur  =  dtβσ  Idµ − c  dtβσur,  (9) 
tn  −1  tn 
using the superscript notation 
u 
n
r  = ur(x, t
n). 
We ﬁx β and σ at a single average value over the time step explicity as β = β(tn) 
= tn+1 − tn and σ = σ(tn). We also deﬁne Δt  and approximate 
tn+1 
n  urdt = αur
n+1 + (1 − α)ur ,  (10) 
tn 
tn+1 
I(t) =  I(t)dt,  (11) 
tn 
Eq. (9) becomes 
n+1  n n  ur  − ur  = Δtβσ  Idµ − c[αur
n+1 + (1 − α)ur ]  ,  (12)  
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where α ranges between 0 and 1 and determines the implicitness of the radiation 
energy densities. In practice, α usually takes the value of 1/2 or 1, with strong pref­
erence being given to α = 1 for stability, although adaptive methods for selecting 
α have been proposed [30]. Solving for ur
n+1 , 
1 − (1 − α)βcΔtσ  βσΔt n+1  n  ur  =  ur  +  I
λdµ.  (13)
1 + αβcΔtσ  1 + αβcΔtσ 
The term Iλ  deﬁnes a time-averaged mean value of I.  Substituting an instan­
taneous value of I  for Iλ,  solving Eq.  (13) for ur  and replacing into Eq.  (8a) 
yields 
1 
c 
∂I 
∂t 
+ µ 
∂I 
∂x 
+ σI = 
1 
2 
σ 
αβcΔtσ 
1 + αβcΔtσ 
Idµ + 
1 
2 
cσun 
r 
1 + αβcΔtσ 
.  (14) 
The Fleck factor f, is deﬁned as 
1 
f = 
1 + αβcΔtσ 
,  (15) 
which allows us to write the thermal radiative transfer equations as 
1 
c 
∂I 
∂t 
+ µ 
∂I 
∂x 
+ σaI = 
σ(1 − f) 
2 
Idµ + 
fcσun 
r 
2 
,  (16a) 
cv 
∂T 
∂t 
= σf 
Δt 
1 
−1 
Idµ dt − f
 
cΔtσu
n 
r
 
.  (16b) 
A similar derivation for the multi-frequency case (see [16]) leads to radiative ther­
mal transfer equations of a similar form: 
1 ∂I  ∂I  1 − f σb 
∞  1 
+ µ  + σI =  σI dµ dν + σf2πB,  (17a) 
c ∂t  ∂x  2  σp  0  −1    
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∞  1 ∂T 
cv  = f σ(I − 2πB) dµ dν,  (17b)
∂t  0  −1 
where we introduce the Planck opacity 
σp = 
∞ 
0 
bσdν,  (18) 
and b is the normalized Planck spectrum 
b(ν, T ) = 
15 
π4T 4 
ν3 
exp(ν/T ) − 1 
.  (19) 
2.3  Discrete Maximum Principle 
The  initial  derivation  of  the  DMP  [32]  is  repeated  here.  We  consider  a  slab-
geometry frequency-dependent problem that is initially at equilibrium at temper­
ature T0  with boundary conditions of the same temperature.  At t = 0, the left 
boundary condition is subjected to a source with constant temperature Tu  > T0. 
For a time step t0 < t < t1, the opacity and speciﬁc heat are treated explicitly as 
σ0  and cv,0  respectively. Beginning with the IMC equations by [16], 
1 
c 
∂I 
∂t 
+ µ 
∂I 
∂x 
+ σ0I = 
1 − f0 
2 
σ0b0 
σp 
∞ 
0 
1 
−1 
σ0Idµ 
' dν 
' + 2πσ0f0B0, 
cv,0 
Δt 
(T1 − T0) = 
f0 
Δt 
Δt 
0 
∞ 
0 
1 
−1 
σ0(I − 2πB0) dµ dν dt, 
I(0, µ, ν, t) = 2πBu = 2πB(ν, Tu),  0 ≤ µ ≤ 1, 
(20a) 
(20b) 
(20c) 
I(∞, µ, ν, t) = 2πB0 = 2πB(ν, T0),  −1 ≤ µ ≤ 0,  (20d)  
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I(x, µ, ν, 0) = 2πB0,  (20e) 
where subscript 0 denotes values at time t = 0 and 
15ac  ν3 
B(ν, T ) =  ,  (21a)
4π5  exp(ν/T ) − 1
15  ν3 
b(ν, T ) =  ,  (21b)
π4T 4 exp(ν/T ) − 1
γ 
σ(ν, T ) =  (1 − exp(−ν/T )),  (21c)
ν3 
∞  15γ 
σp =  b(ν, T0)σ(ν, T0)dν =  ,  (21d)
π4T 3 
0 
1 
f0 =  ,  (21e)
1 + β0σ0cΔt 
4aT0
3 
β0 =  .  (21f) 
cv 
We  then  impose  a  spatial  grid  with  boundaries  xj  giving  grid  spacing  Δxj  = 
xj+1 − xj . The average temperature in each cell is then 
xj+1 1 
Tj =  T (x)dx,  (22)
Δxj xj 
so that 
J−1 J 
¯ T (x) =  χj (x)Tj ≈ T (x),  (23) 
j=0 
where χj  is unity between xj  and xj+1 and zero elsewhere. Using this approximate 
T (x), then, Eq. (20b) becomes 
¯ ∞  xj+1  1  c ¯v,0  f0 ¯ (Tj,1 − Tj,0) + f0σ ¯pacTj,
4
0 =  σ ¯0  I dµ dt dx dν.  (24)
Δt  Δxj Δt  0  xj  Δt  −1    
25 
We  now  solve  Eq.  (20a)  by  splitting  the  radiative  intensity  into  uncollided 
and collided parts, then solving the time-implicit uncollided intensity part.  The 
collided intensity is assumed separable in frequency at a Planck spectrum governed 
by the local temperature.  A diﬀusion approximation is performed on the collided 
intensity equation, which is then implicitly discritized in time. With the intensity 
approximated,  an estimate is made of the energy deposited in the leftmost cell 
during the ﬁrst time step, and an inequality is obtained for a limiting time step 
so that T1  in the ﬁrst cell is less than the boundary temperature Tu, assuring the 
temperature solution satisﬁes a discrete maximum principle. 
2.3.1  Uncollided Intensity 
The uncollided intensity I ˆ from Eq. (20a) is given by 
1 ∂I ˆ ∂I ˆ
ˆ + µ  + σ0I = 0,  (25a) 
c ∂t  ∂x 
ˆ I(0, µ, ν, t) = 2πBu,  0 ≤ µ ≤ 1,  (25b) 
ˆ I(∞, µ, ν, t) = 0,  −1 ≤ µ ≤ 0,  (25c) 
ˆ I(x, µ, ν, 0) = 0.  (25d) 
Implicitly time discretizing, 
∂I ˆ
1  1 ˆ µ  +  σ0(ν) +  I1 = 0.  (26)
∂x  cΔt  
 
   
�  � 
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Using an integrating factor and boundary conditions, 
ˆ Σx ˆ I1(x, µ,ν) = 2πBu exp  −  ,  (27) 
µ 
where we deﬁne an “eﬀective” absorption opacity 
1 ˆ Σ(ν) ==≡ σ0(ν) +  .  (28) 
cΔt 
Integrating over angle, 
1 
φ ˆ
1(x, ν) ≡  I ˆ
1(x, µ, ν)dµ = 2πBuE2(Σ ˆx),  (29) 
−1 
where we make use of the exponential integrals 
1 
En(x) ≡  µ 
n−2 exp(−x/µ)dµ,  0 < x.  (30) 
0 
Eq. (29) is the approximate solution of the uncollided intensity [32]. 
2.3.2  Collided Intensity 
The collided intensity is given by 
1 ∂I ˘ ∂I ˘
˘ 1 − f0 
∞  1 
+ µ σ0I =  σ0(I ˆ+ I ˘)dµ 
' dν 
' + 2πσ0f0B0,  (31a) 
c ∂t  ∂x  2  0  −1 
˘ I(0, µ, ν, t) = 0,  0 ≤ µ ≤ 1,  (31b) 
˘ I(∞, µ, ν, t) = 2πB0,  −1 ≤ µ ≤ 0,  (31c) 
˘ I(x, µ, ν, 0) = 2πB0.  (31d)  
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Performing a diﬀusion approximation, 
1 ∂φ ˘ 1  ∂2φ ˘ σ0b0 
∞ 
−  + σoφ ˘ = (1 − f0)  σ0(φ ˆ+ φ ˘)dν 
' + 4πσ0f0B0,  (32) 
c ∂t  3σ0 ∂x2  σp  0 
where the collided scalar intensity is introduced as 
1 
˘ ˘ φ(x, ν, t) ≡  I(x, µ, ν, t)dµ.  (33) 
−1 
We now assume φ ˘ has a Planckian spectral shape at temperature T0 
φ ˘(x, ν, t) ≈ b0(ν)φ ˘(x, t).  (34) 
This allows integrating over frequency to obtaine 
∂ ˘ ∂2 ˘ ∞ 1  φ φ  ˘ ˘ − D  + f0σpφ = (1 − f0)  σ0φdν 
' + f0σpacT0
4 ,  (35) 
c ∂t  ∂x2
0 
where we use a Rosseland-like frequency averaging to obtain the diﬀusion coeﬃcient 
∞  b(ν)
D ≡  dν.  (36) 
0  3σ0(ν) 
Discretizing implicitly in time, Eq. (34) becomes 
∂2 ˘ ∞ φ1  1 − f0 − λ
2φ ˘
1 = 2πσ0BuE2(Σ ˆx)dν 
' − λ
2f0σpacT0
4 ,  (37a)
∂x2  −D  0 
where we introduce 
f0σp + 1/cΔt 
λ
2 ≡  .  (37b)
D  
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For the Marshak boundary, we assume at x = 0
 
∂φ ˘
1 ˘ φ(0) − 2D  (0) = 0,  (37c)
∂x 
and at the right, 
φ ˘
1(∞) = acT0
4 .  (37d) 
We now deﬁne scalar A and operator L(∗) [32]: 
A ≡ − λ
2f0σpacT0
4 ,  (37e) 
1 − f0 
∞ 
L(∗) ≡  σ0(ν)2πBu(ν)(∗)dν,  (37f) 
−D  0 
and rewrite Eq. (37a) more simply as 
∂2 ˘ φ1 − λ
2φ ˘
1 = A + L(E2(Σ ˆx)).  (37g) 
∂x2 
The homogeneous solution to Eq. (37g) is 
φ ˘h 
1 (x) = c1 exp(−λx) + c2 exp(λx).  (38) 
The particular solution is 
λx
 
−λx  λx�
 
φ ˘
1
p(x) = e 
1 
e  (A+LE2(Σ ˆx 
' ))dx 
' + 
e
e 
−λx(A+LE2(Σ ˆx 
' ))dx 
' .  (39)
2λ  2λ 
Letting the arbitrary constants of integration be zero, 
−λx  λxE2(ˆ λx  −λx� 
φ ˘p 
1(x) = − 
A 
− 
L
e  e  Σx 
' ) − e  e E2(Σ ˆx 
' )  .  (40)
λ2  2λ  
 
�
 
�
�   �
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Using recursion for exponential integrals and the deﬁnition of E0 
En
' (x) = −En−1(x),  (41) 
−x e
E0(x) =  ,  (42) 
x 
as well as the function Ei(x) 
1  ext 
Ei(x) ≡ 
−∞  t 
dt,  0 < x,  (43) 
antiderivatives can be constructed for the RHS terms in Eq. (40).  The rightmost 
integral yields 
−λx E2(ˆ −λx − ˆ e  Σx 
' )dx 
' =
1 
Σx 
' ))λe
−λx + ˆ Σx)e  Σ)x]). 
λ2 (−E2(ˆ ΣE1(ˆ ΣE1[(λ + ˆ (44) 
Similarly for the remaining RHS integral, 
1  exp(λ − ˆ Σ)x λx E2(ˆ λx  e  Σx 
' )dx 
' =  E2(Σ ˆx)λe
λx + Σ ˆE1(Σ ˆx)e  + Σ ˆ dx  . 
λ2  x 
(45) 
Depending  on  the  argument  of  the  exponent,  the  remaining  integral  has  three 
forms: 
dx =
 
⎧ 
⎪ ⎨ 
⎪ ⎩
 
−E1[−(λ − ˆ λ − Σ ˆ < 0, Σ)x],
exp(λ − ˆ Σ)x 
g(x) ≡
  ln x,  λ =
 ˆ Σ,  (46)
 
x
 
Ei[(λ − Σ) ˆ x],  0 < λ − Σ ˆ.
 
A common extension for Ei(x) reduces this to two cases:
 
Ei(−x) ≡ −E1(x),  0 < x,  (47)
 �
�
�
� �
�
�  �� 
�  � 
�  �� 
�  � 
�  �� 
�  �� 
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Ei[(λ − Σ) ˆ x], λ  = Σ ˆ, 
g(x) = (48) ˆ ln x,  λ = Σ. 
Using these simpliﬁcations, 
ˆ
φ ˘p  −λx 
1(x) = 
λ
1 
2  −A − L(E2(ˆ Σ 
e g(x) + e 
λxE1[(λ + ˆ .  (49) Σx)) − L  Σ)x]
2λ 
Combining with the homogeneous solution and noting the ﬁnite right boundary 
condition implies that c2 = 0, 
ˆ
˘ −λx 1 Σ  −λx  λxE1[(λ + ˆ φ1(x) = c1e  +  −A − L(E2(Σ ˆx)) − L  e g(x) + e  Σ)x]  . 
λ2  2λ 
(50) 
For the left boundary condition,  it is necessary to consider Ei(x) and E1(x) at 
x = 0. The two functions diverge logarithmically in opposite directions [3], so 
ˆ 1 Σ  |λ − Σ ˆ| ˘ lim  φ1(x) = c1 −  A + L  1 +  ln  .  (51) 
x→0+  λ2  2λ λ + Σ ˆ
Also requiring the derivative of φ ˘
1(x) to satisfy the Marshak boundary condition, 
ˆ Σ  |λ − Σ ˆ|
lim  φ ˘
1
' (x) = −λc1 + L  ln  , λ  = Σ ˆ.  (52) 
x→0+  2λ2  λ + ˆ Σ 
Using these two limits we obtain the homogeneous coeﬃcient 
ˆ 1 1  Σ  |λ − Σ ˆ|  ˆ =  A + L  1 +  ln  , λ =   Σ.  (53) c1  1 + 2Dλ λ2  2λ λ + Σ ˆ

ˆ
 The case λ = Σ is assumed to be of measure zero within the integration.        
       
         
     
  � �  
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We now turn to approximating the energy deposited in the ﬁrst cell during the
 
ﬁrst time step. We can approximate the average energy deposition as 
Δx  Δt  ∞  1 f 
I(x, µ, ν, t)σ0  dµ dν dt dx 
Δx  0  0 0  −1 
Δx  ∞ fΔt  ˘ ≈  σpφ(x) +  σ0(ν)φ ˆ(x, ν)dν  dx.  (54)
Δx  0 0 
The spatial integral of the uncollided intensity expands to 
Δx  ∞ ∞ σ0(ν)Bu(ν) 1 
− E3(ˆ σ0(ν)φ ˆ(x, ν)dν dx = 2π  Σ(ν)Δx)  dν.  (55) ˆ 2 0 0  0  Σ(ν) 
The spatial integral of the collided intensity, in parts, is 
Δx 
−λΔx  c1e 
−λxdx = 
c1  1 − e ,  (56a)
λ 0 
Δx         
1  1 1 1 
−  A + L(E2(Σ ˆx))  dx =  −AΔx − L  − E3(Σ ˆx) ,  (56b)
λ2
0  λ2 Σ ˆ 2 
    ˆ

− 
Δx 
L
Σ 
e 
−λxEi[(λ − ˆ λxE1[(λ + ˆ dx =
 Σ)x] + e  Σ)x]

0  2λ3
 
  ˆ
L
Σ 
e 
−λΔxEi[(λ − ˆ Σ)Δx]
λ4  Σ)Δx] + e 
λΔx2Ei[−(λ + ˆ
  
Σ ˆ2 
− 2Ei(−ˆ ,  Σ ˆ. ΣΔx) + ln  λ = 
(λ + ˆ Σ| Σ)|λ − ˆ
(56c) 
Combining Eqs. (55) and (56) into Eq. (54), the estimated average energy deposited      
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R in the ﬁrst cell in the ﬁrst time step is
 
f0Δt 
∞ σ0(ν)Bu(ν) 1 
R(Δx, Δt) ≡  2π  Σ(ν)Δx) − E3(ˆ dν 
Δx  ˆ 2 0  Σ(ν)
 
c1f0Δtσp  −λΔx
 + 1 − e 
λΔx 
f + 0Δtσp  1 1 
− E3(ˆ +  − AΔx − L  ΣΔx)
λ2Δx  Σ ˆ 2 
f0Δtσp +  L  Σ ˆ e 
−λΔxEi[(λ − ˆ Σ)Δx] Σ)Δx)] + e 
λΔxEi[−(λ − ˆ
Δxλ4 
Σ ˆ2
 
− 2Ei(−ΣΔ ˆ x) + ln  .  (57)
 
(λ + ˆ Σ|
 Σ)|λ − ˆ
We now develop the inequality that will allow the DMP to bound IMC prob­
lems.  From Eq. (24), the temperature update equation in the ﬁrst cell over the 
ﬁrst time step is 
T1 = T0 +
Δt 
(R(Δx, Δt) − f0cσpaT0
4).  (58) 
cv 
Both sides are subtracted from the boundary temperature Tu 
Tu − T1 = Tu − T0 − 
Δt 
(R(Δx, Δt) − f0cσpaT0
4).  (59) 
cv 
The maximum principle requires the left side to be positive.  This leads to the 
limiting inequality [32] 
cv(Tu − T0)
Δt <  .  (60)
R(Δx, Δt) − f0cσpacT0
4 33 
Eq. (60) is the basis for this work. 34 
3  Methods
 
This research focuses on four major adjustments to the DMP: removing an 
equilibirum assumption in the initial conditions, reducing the complexity of the 
estimated deposited energy, treating multiple temperature gradients on the bound­
aries of a cell, and incorporating multigroup frequency approximations. 
One of the assumptions originally made in [32] is initial equilibrium between 
the material and radiation temperatures at the start of each time step. However, as 
the calculation proceeds in time, the material and radiation temperatures should 
not be expected to remail in equilibrium.  Removing this assumption makes our 
implementation more ﬂexible. 
The term R, signifying the estimated energy deposited in a cell over a time step 
from neighboring cells, exists in previous work as a complicated term involving a 
combination of operators and integrals.  Because the DMP prediction is intended 
to be used as a time step limiter for existing IMC codes,  it is critical that the 
prediction does not signiﬁcantly slow the overall problem simulation.  This makes 
reducing R to a more manageable, computationally-eﬃcient set of terms desirable. 
We will analyze the components of R and approximate R by removing components 35 
that do not signiﬁcantly eﬀect its value over a wide range of time and spatial steps. 
In previous work, the DMP theory was only applied to a one-dimensional Mar­
shak wave problem, where a source impinged on a single surface of the material. 
While this has been eﬀective in demonstrating its predictive capacity, it is conceiv­
able that a simulation involving two hot cells bordering a cold cell may result in 
a violation of the maximum principle, even when neither hot cell would produce a 
violation independently. We will assume linear superposition of energy deposition 
to derive a multi-dimensional adjustment that extends the predictive capability of 
the DMP theory. 
Next,  previous  computation  of  DMP  violations  has  involved  using  a  semi-
analytic integration routine.  As part of implementing the DMP prediction,  we 
adapt the theory to rely on multigroup frequency approximations similar to those 
used in the implicit Monte Carlo solver itself. We show that this approximation not 
only makes the DMP calculation easier to implement, it also reduces computation 
time and increases predictive accuracy when compared to software that makes use 
of the same multigroup approximation. 
Lastly,  we  address  an  error  in  which  the  DMP  algorithm  would  incorrectly 
predict a violation for two neighboring cells with a small temperature diﬀerence. 36 
As we show for the grey case, this is a characteristic of the algorithm itself.  We 
circumvent this issue by developing rationale for a cutoﬀ temperature diﬀerence, 
below which the DMP algorithm will ignore potential violations. 
3.1  Non-Equilibrium Initial Conditions 
We consider a single time step,  for instance the ﬁrst  step 0  ≤  t  ≤  t1.  All 
future time steps tn  ≤ t ≤ tn+1  can be treated in a similar fashion.  Opacity and 
speciﬁc heat are treated explicity at t = 0 as σ0  and cv0  respectively.  We retain 
the deﬁnitions from [32]:  
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15ac  ν3 
B(ν, T ) = Planck spectrum =  ,  (61a) ν/T − 1 4π5  e
15  ν3 
b(ν, T ) = normalized Plank spectrum =  ,  (61b)
π4T 4  ν/T − 1 e
γ  −ν/T ), σ(ν, T ) = absorption opacity =  (1 − e  (61c)
ν3 
∞  15γ 
σp =  b(ν, T0)σ(ν, T0)dν =  ,  (61d) 
0  π4T0
3 
1 
f0 = Fleck factor =  ,  (61e)
1 + β0σ0cΔt 
∂aT  0
4/∂T  4aT0
3 
β0 = =  ,  (61f) 
∂cv0T0/∂T  cv0 
jk 
a = radiation constant = 0.01372  (61g) 
cm3keV4 , 
c = speed of light = 299.792458 cm/sh.  (61h) 
With Eqs. (61) deﬁned and moving to a 1-dimensional geometry in the x-direction, 
Eqs. (2a) and (2b) take the following form, dropping dependency notation: 
1 ∂I  ∂I  1 − f0 σ0b0 
∞  1 
+ µ  + σI =  σ0I dµ dν+σ0f02πB0, 
c ∂t  ∂x  2  σp  0  −1 
0 ≤ x ≤ ∞, |µ| ≤ 1, 0 ≤ t ≤ t1, 
(62a) 
Δt  ∞  1  cv0  f0 (T1 − T0) =  σ0(I − 2πB0) dµ dν dt.  (62b)
Δt Δt  0 0  −1  
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The boundary and initial conditions are given by: 
I(0, µ, ν, t) = 2πBu ≡ 2πB(ν, Tu),  0 < µ ≤ 1,  0 ≤ t,  (62c) 
I(∞, µ, ν, t) = 2πB0 ≡ 2πB(ν, T0),  −1 ≤ µ ≤ 1,  0 ≤ t,  (62d) 
I(x, µ, ν, 0) = Ii,  0 ≤ x ≤ ∞, |µ| < 1.  (62e) 
Eq. (62e) is the ﬁrst deviation from [32], where the initial intensity was set to the 
same properties as the right boundary condition, which assumes complete thermal 
equilibrium. 
We  spatially  discretize  Eqs. (62)  into  J  distinct  grid  cells,  each  with  a  left 
boundary at xj  and having width Δx, j  = xj+1 − xj .  The average temperature 
within each cell is given by a temperature averaging function: 
xj+1 1 
Tj =  T (x)dx,  0 ≤ j ≤ J − 1. 
Δx, j  xj 
˜ In this manner, the discontinuous temperature approximation function T (x) ap­
proximates the physical continuous temperature function T (x) as follows: 
J−1 J 
T ˜(x) ≡  χj (x)Tj ≈ T (x), 
j=0 
where χj  is a piecewise distribution 
1  xj ≤ x ≤ xj+1,
χj (x) ≡  (63)
0  otherwise.        
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˜ Temperature is often treated in as piecewise constant by using T (x) instead of 
T (x) for explicit terms in Eqs. (62) such as σ and B. The material energy balance 
equation then appears as follows: 
c ˜v0  f ˜ 
0 
∞  xj+1  1 
(Tj,1 − Tj,0) + f ˜ 
0σ ˜pacTj,
4
0 =  σ ˜0  I dµ dt dx dν.  (64)
Δt Δx, jΔt  xj  −1 0 Δt 
The previous deﬁnitions,  time-explicit coeﬃcients,  and grid data are typical 
for the IMC equations.  In the following sections, we introduce additional approx­
imations in order to estimate the radiation energy deposited in the ﬁrst cell.  We 
start by assuming separability of the radiative intensity I into the collided (  I ˘) and 
uncollided (  I ˆ) parts so that I ˆ+ I ˘= I. 
3.1.1  Uncollided Intensity 
We approach the uncollided intensity ﬁrst because it is more analytically tractable 
and appears in the collided intensity equation as a source term.  The following 
equations govern uncollided intensity: 
1 ∂I ˆ ∂I ˆ
ˆ + µ  + σ0I = 0,  (65a) 
c ∂t  ∂x  
� �
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ˆ I(0, µ, ν, t) = 2πBu,  0 < µ ≤ 1,  0 ≤ t,  (65b) 
ˆ I(∞, µ, ν, t) = 0,  −1 ≤ µ < 0,  0 ≤ t,  (65c) 
ˆ I(x, µ.ν, 0) = 0,  0 ≤ x ≤ ∞,  |µ| ≤ 1.  (65d) 
Given the absence of source terms in Eqs. (65), the system is completely absorbing 
in nature. It could be solved analytically, but will be discretized in time implicitly. 
In general, we discretize a given function f(t) in time as 
tn+1 1 ¯ f(t) ≡  f(t)dt ≈ f(tn+1). 
Δt  tn 
Applied to Eqs. (65), 
1 
c 
ˆ I1 − ˆ I0 
Δt 
+ µ 
∂ 
∂x 
ˆ I1 + σ0 ˆ I1 = 0, 
where I ˆ
k ≡ I ˆ(tk) designates the uncollided radiation intensity at discrete time step 
tk. Because of the speciﬁed initial condition (i.e., all intensity existing at the start 
of the problem is collided intensity, the uncollided intensity is deﬁned to be zero 
throughout the mesh at time t = 0), 
1  ∂ ˆ ˆ ˆ I1 + µ I1 + σ0I1 = 0, 
cΔt  ∂x 
or
 
∂I ˆ
1  1 ˆ µ  +  σ0 +  I1 = 0.  (66)
∂x  cΔt    
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For µ ≥ 0 the solution for the time-implicit uncollided radiation is found using the
 
σ0x+  x  ˆ Σ(ν)x: cΔt integrating factor e
1 
≡ e 
−Σ ˆx/µ ˆ I1(x, µ, ν) = 2πBue .  (67) 
This is limited to particles traveling with µ > 0. This is practical for a problem with 
isotropically impinging radiation on one face of a cell; however, further treatment 
is necessary in order to account for signiﬁcant inﬂuences on multiple faces of a cell. 
This will be addressed in Section 3.3 for both one- and multi-dimensional cases. 
Taking the zeroth angular moment of Eq. (67), 
1 1 
φ ˆ
1(x, ν) ≡  I ˆ
1dµ = 2πBue 
−Σ ˆx/µdµ, 
−1 0 
φ ˆ
1(x, ν) = 2πBuE2(Σ ˆx).  (68) 
where En  is the exponential integral deﬁned as 
1 
En(x) ≡  µ 
n−2 e 
−x/µdµ,  0 < x. 
0 
Eq. (68) is the approximate solution of the uncollided intensity. This derivation 
coincides precisely with the process employed by Wollaber, Larsen, and Densmore 
[32].    
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3.1.2  Collided Intensity
 
It is in this section that the deviation from the previous derivation of the discrete 
maximum principle occurs.  Eqs.  (69) are the governing equations of the collided 
intensity: 
1 ∂I ˘ ∂I ˘
˘ 1 − f0 σ0b0 
∞  1 
+ µ  + σ0I =  σ0(I ˆ+ I ˘)dµdν + 2πσ0f0B0,  (69a) 
c ∂t  ∂x  2  σp  0  −1 
˘ I(0, µ, ν, t) = 0,  0 < µ ≤ 1,  0 ≤ t,  (69b) 
˘ I(∞, µ, ν, t) = 2πBR,  −1 ≤ µ < 0,  0 ≤ t,  (69c) 
˘ I(x, µ, ν, 0) = Ii(x, µ, ν),  0 ≤ x ≤ ∞,  |µ| ≤ 1.  (69d) 
Note that Eq. (69d) is the general initial condition employed in this derivation. 
To solve Eqs. (69), a standard diﬀusion approximation is made, leading to the 
following: 
1 ∂φ ˘ 1  ∂2φ ˘ σ0b0 
∞ 
−  + σ0φ ˘ = (1 − f0)  σ0(φ ˆ+ φ ˘)dν + 4πf0σ0B0,  (70) 
c ∂t  3σ0 ∂x2  σp  0 
where the scalar intensity φ ˘ is 
1 
˘ ˘ φ(x, ν, t) ≡  I(x, µ, ν, t)dµ. 
−1  
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˘ As in [32],  it is assumed that φ has a frequency shape given by the Planckian 
spectrum b0  for cell temperature T0, allowing it to be separated as follows: 
φ ˘(x, ν, t) ≈ b0(ν)φ ˇ(x, t). 
Deﬁning the diﬀusion coeﬃcient 
∞  b0(ν)
D ≡  dν,  (71) 
0  3σ0(ν)
Eq. (70) can be integrated over all frequencies ν to obtain 
1 ∂φ ˇ ∂2φ ˇ ∞ 
ˇ ˆ − D  + f0σpφ = (1 − f0)  σ0φdν + f0σpacT0
4 .  (72) 
c ∂t  ∂x2
0 
At this point, an implicit time discretization is employed, although the approach 
is more general here given the undeﬁned initial condition given in Eqs. (69).  Ad­
ditionally, we deﬁne the radiation temperature at time t = 0 to satisfy: 
∞  ∞  1 
ˇ φ0  dν ≡  ˇ Ii  dµ dν ≡ acT 
4 
R, 
0  0  −1 
where we deﬁne TR  as the average radiation ﬁeld temperature within the cell at 
time  t  =  0.  Applying  implicit  time  diﬀerencing  to  Eq.  (72)  and  treating  the 
uncollided ﬂux implicitly, we arrive at the following: 
∂2φ ˇ
1  1 − f0 
∞  aTR 
4  f0σp − λ
2φ ˇ
1 =  σ0φ ˆ
1dν − −  acT0
4 ,  (73)
∂x2  −D  0  ΔtD  D  
 
� �
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where λ has been introduced as
 
λ
2 ≡ 
f0σp + 1/cΔt 
. 
D 
Using Eq. (68) in Eq. (73), 
∂2 ˇ 1 − f0 
∞  aT 4 φ1  R  f0σp − λ
2φ ˇ
1 =  σ02πBuE2(Σ ˆx)dν − −  acT0
4 .  (74a)
∂x2  −D  0  ΔtD  D 
As in [32], a Marshak boundary condition is set at the left boundary:
 
dφ ˇ
1 ˇ φ1(0) − 2D 
 
 
 
 
 = 0,  (74b)

dx
 x=0 
and the right boundary is 
lim φ ˇ
1(x) = acTR
4 .  (74c) 
x→∞ 
˜ To bring this derivation to the notation used in [32], A is deﬁned 
˜ acTR 
4  f0σp A ≡ −  −  acT0
4 ,  (74d) 
cΔtD  D 
and operator L 
1 − f0 
∞ 
L(ξ) ≡  σ02πBuξdν,  (74e)
−D  0 
making Eq. (74f), the simpliﬁcation of Eq. (74a), identical in appearance to Eq. 
(17g) in [32]: 
∂2 ˇ φ1 − λ
2φ ˇ
1 = A ˜ + L E2(Σ ˆx)  .  (74f) 
∂x2      
  �    � 
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We see by inspection that the remainder of the derivation in [32] applies perfectly 
˜ to (74f), only trivially replacing A everywhere with A. The ﬁnal results in [32] are 
shown here, noting only that R ˜ (the average energy deposited in the ﬁrst cell) and 
˜ A contain the radiation temperature TR  as well as the material temperature T0. 
f0Δt2π 
∞ σ0Bu  1 
R ˜(Δx, Δt) ≡ − E3(ˆ dν ΣΔx)
Δx  ˆ 2 0  Σ 
c1f0Δtσp  f0Δtσp  1 1 
+  (1 − e 
−λΔx) +  −A ˜Δx − L  − E3(ˆ ΣΔx)
λΔx λ2Δx  ˆ 2 Σ 
(75) 
f0Δtσp +  L  Σ  e 
−λΔxEi[(λ − ˆ Σ)Δx] ˆ Σ)Δx] + e 
λΔxEi[−(λ + ˆ
Δxλ4 
 
Σ ˆ2 
− 2Ei(−ˆ , ΣΔx) + ln 
(λ + ˆ Σ| Σ)|λ − ˆ
The IMC equations can be expected to satisfy the maximum principle if the fol­
lowing inequality is satisﬁed, calculating R ˜ as in Eq. (75). 
cv(Tu − T0)
Δt <  .  (76)
R ˜(Δx, Δt) − f0cσpaT0
4 
Eq. (76) is a more general inequality based upon a DMP without assuming initial 
equilibrium between the radiation and material temperatures.      
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3.2  Analysis of R 
Continuing from Eq. (76),  we seek a functional form more agreeable for use in 
a  coding  environment.  Primarily,  this  involves  approximating  computationally 
diﬃcult functions such as the exponential integrals En(x) and Ei(x),  as well as 
numerically evaluating the various integrals over frequency. 
˜ 3.2.1  Approximating R 
We address each of the terms of R ˜ by separating them in Eq. (77): 
f0Δt2π 
∞ σ0Bu  1 ˜ − E3(ˆ R(Δx, Δt) ≡  ΣΔx)  dν  (77a)
Δx  ˆ 2 0  Σ 
c1f0Δtσp  −λΔx) +  (1 − e  (77b)
λΔx 
f0Δtσp  1 1 
− E3(ˆ +  −A ˜Δx − L  ΣΔx)  (77c)
λ2Δx  Σ ˆ 2 
f0ΔtσpL 
+  Σ ˆ e 
−λΔxEi[(λ − ˆ λΔxEi[−(λ + ˆ (77d) Σ)Δx] + e  Σ)Δx]
Δxλ4 
Σ ˆ2 
− 2Ei(−ˆ . ΣΔx) + ln 
(λ + ˆ Σ)|λ − Σ ˆ| 
It is helpful to consider the physics associated with each term.  Term (77a) repre­
sents the energy deposition due to uncollided ﬂux entering the cell during the time 
step; term (77b) develops from the homogeneous solution of the diﬀusion approx­
imation equation for the collided ﬂux and represents the diﬀusion of the collided � �
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photons independent of the boundary conditions; term (77c) is derived from the 
particular solution of the diﬀusion approximation equation for the collided ﬂux and 
represents the dominant terms in the boundary condition for the collided photons 
entering the cell within the time step; and term (77d) also originates in the par­
ticular solution to the diﬀusion approximation equation for the collided ﬂux and 
represents less dominant boundary condition terms for collided photons.  While 
the terms in Eq. (77) are generally listed in order of increasing powers of λ in the 
denominator, it should be noted that term (77b) actually contains the term λ4 , 
because of the deﬁnition of c1  in Eq. (31) of [32]: 
ˆ 1 1  Σ  |λ − Σ ˆ|  ˆ =  A + L  1 +  ln  , λ = Σ. c1  1 + 2Dλ λ2  2λ λ + Σ ˆ
Inspection of the deﬁnition of λ (repeated below) assists in assigning the relative 
importance of terms in Eq. (77): 
f0σp + 1/cΔt f0σp  1 
λ
2 ≡  = + 
D  D DcΔt 
Since f0  ranges between zero and one, primary attention is turned to the other 
terms in λ2 . 48 
3.2.2  Temperature 
Figure 5 shows λ2  versus temperature for constants γ = 27 keV3/cm, c = 3 × 102 
cm/sh, and Δt = 10−5 sh. Additionally, it is assumed that the Planck opacity has 
the functional form 
15γ 
σp =  ,  (78)
π4T 3 
0 
which may not be valid for many real materials, but serves as a physically viable 
test case. 
Figure 5: λ as a function of material temperature
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λ2  falls  as  T 6  until  an  inﬂection  point  is  reached  near  T  = 0.3  keV,  after 
which it falls as T 3 .  For most of the range 0  < T  <  1 keV, λ2  is very large. 
As such, terms in R ˜ with exponential values of λ2  will be vanishingly small for 
most temperatures below 1 keV; however, further analysis is needed in order to 
˜ determine how many terms in R can be neglected because of their insigniﬁcance 
as a function of temperature. 
3.2.3  Time Step 
It is also instructive to consider the eﬀect of an increasing time step on λ2 . Since a 
1/Δt term is in the numerator of λ2, a term with 1/λ2 varies as O(Δt) as Δt → ∞. 
In Eq. (77), a Δt term already exists in the numerator of each term.  Thus, term 
(77a) varies linearly with Δt. The term with the next lowest order of λ, term (77c), 
has a 1/λ2  coeﬃcient, meaning it varies as Δt2 .  Terms (77b) and (77d) vary as 
Δt5/2 and Δt3 respectively. Thus, as the time step becomes large, the latter terms 
in Eq. (77) become more signiﬁcant. 
It is unclear from the inﬂuence of both T and Δt what terms in R ˜ are necessary 
to maintain accuracy for every physical situation. Future work will involve evaluat­
ing these terms independently in the limit as Δt → 0, ∞. In this research, we turn 
to numerical methods to evaluate the relative impact of the terms, acknowledging � �
� �
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the results are speciﬁc to this particular sample problem. 
3.2.4  Numerical Comparison 
Given the diﬃculty in analytically determining the importance of the terms in R ˜, 
we performed a numerical study similar to that in [32], using the same values for 
σp,  β,  and D.  In each run,  one of the terms in Eq. (77) was set to zero,  with 
˜ the exception of the ﬁrst term, which is the dominant contributor to R for this 
problem. Instead, the ﬁrst term was reduced by an order of magnitude in order to 
show how it scales the overall calculation of the discrete maximum principle. The 
results are shown in Figures 6 through 8 with the following deﬁnition for each case: 
Run  Modiﬁed Term  Modiﬁcation 
All Terms  None  None 
Case 0
  ∞ 
0  2πBu 
σ0 
ˆ Σ 
1 
2 − E3(ˆ ΣΔx)  dν  → 0 
Case 1 
σp 
λ2 L 1 
ˆ Σ 
1 
2 − E3(ˆ ΣΔx)  -10 
Case 2 
c1σp 
λΔx  1 − e−λΔx  → 0 
Case 3 
σp 
λ2 AΔx  → 0 
Case 4  Term (77d)  → 0 
Case 5  Cases 2, 3, and 4 combined  → 0 
Again, Case 0 is from the uncollided ﬂux, Cases 1 and 3 from the dominant col­
lided ﬂux boundary  conditions,  Case 2 from the collided ﬂux diﬀusion without 
considering boundary conditions, and Case 4 is from the less inﬂuential collided 
ﬂux boundary conditions.  The results show that Case 1 had the greatest impact, 51 
followed by Case 0, with Case 3 a distant third.  The terms eliminated in Cases 
2 and 4, on the other hand, seem to have very little real impact on the overall 
location of the maximum principle violations.  In order to minimize computation, 
the terms left out in cases 2 and 4 will be left out of the implementation of the 
DMP; this is physically similar to ignoring eﬀects from the boundary-independent 
and lower-order boundary condition terms in the collided ﬂux. 
Figure 6: Energy Deposited, R
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Figure 7: Absolute Error in R Approximations
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Figure 8: Relative Error in R Approximations 
Removing the two least-signiﬁcant terms in R, we can rearrange to get 
f0Δt σp  σp 1 − f0 ˜ ˜ R "  ζ −  AΔx −  ζ ,  (79)
Δx λ2  λ2  −D 
where we deﬁne the uncollided ﬂux integral 
∞  1 
− E3(ˆ ζ ≡  2πσ0Bu  ΣΔx)  dν.  (80)
2 0      
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3.3  Multiple Gradients 
Thus far we have assumed a one-dimensional problem with a Marshak boundary 
on the left and a kT = 0.001 right boundary condition. As a result, we considered 
only steep temperature gradients on one side of the left boundary cell during the 
ﬁrst time step.  We now desire to test DMP inequality in general to each cell in 
the mesh, so that an inequality similar to Eq. (76) can be computed for a cell with 
steep temperature gradients on multiple sides.  We will do this by accounting for 
impingent radiation on multiple faces of a cell in our approximation of R ˜, although 
we will continue to treat the radiation as isotropic and Planckian.  The primary 
result of the Marshak boundary assumption allowed us to ﬁnd the solution in Eq. 
(67). This was then used to calculate the uncollided scalar intensity φ ˆ
1. In the 1D 
ˆ case, φ1  can be restated as follows: 
1  0  1 
ˆ φ1 ≡  ˆ Ii  dµ =  ˆ Ii  dµ +  ˆ Ii  dµ.  (81) 
−1  −1  0 
Because the initial conditions prescribe no uncollided intensity in a cell initially, 
the intensity present at a point x can only originate from incident intensity on the 
boundaries.  The diﬀerential equation describing this is given in Eq. (66) and is 
solved in Eq. (67).  There is physical meaning to the terms:  2πBu  represents the 
initial spectrum of intensity found at the Marshak boundary entering the cell, and
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−Σx/µ e attenuates this intensity through material interactions up to point x. A 
similar expression for uncollided ﬂux arriving at x from the right boundary can be 
derived as well. 
Let  BL  replace  Bu  as  the  Planck  radiation  spectrum  on  the  left  boundary, 
and let BR  represent a similar spectrum on the right boundary.  Similarly let I ˆ
L,i 
and I ˆ
R,i represent the incident uncollided intensity at the left and right boundary, 
respectively. Eq. (68) becomes 
1 
ˆ ˆ φ1 ≡  Ii  dµ, 
−1 
0 1 
ˆ ˆ =  IR,i  dµ +  IL,i  dµ, 
−1 0 
0 1 
=  I ˆ
R,i  dµ + 2πBLe 
−Σ ˆx/µ  dµ.  (82) 
−1 0 
Because of the arbitrary deﬁnition of positive µ, we expect I ˆ
R,i  to have a similar 
form to I ˆ
L,i. However, the attenuation term must be treated diﬀerently for photons 
traveling from right to left.  Because the radiation enters at the right and moves 
to the left, the attenuation distance for the right side becomes Δx − x.  Thus by 
inspection and symmetry, 
0 0 
−ˆ I ˆ
R,i  dµ = 2πBRe 
Σ(Δx−x)/µ  dµ.  (83) 
−1  −1 
To continue shaping this new ﬁrst term to correlate with the second term, consider
    
 
� �
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that in the ﬁrst integral all values of µ are negative. Given this condition, 
µ = −|µ|, µ ≤ 0. 
Substituting this into Eq. (83) and making a change of integration variable to |µ|, 
we obtain an expression very similar to the second term in Eq. (82): 
0 1 
ˆ Σ(x−Δx)/|µ|  d|µ|, IR,i  dµ = 2πBRe 
− ˆ
−1 0 
1 
− ˆ = 2πBRe 
Σ(x−Δx)/µ  dµ for 0 < µ ≤ 1.  (84) 
0 
Since the new attenuation coeﬃcient is identical in form to that in Eq. (67), the 
integral solution has the same form. Thus, 
ˆ φ ˆ
1 = 2πBLE2(Σ ˆx) + 2πBRE2  Σ(Δx − x)  .  (85) 
Eq. (85) is suﬃciently diﬀerent from Eq. (67) that the original operator L is divided 
into an operator LL  for the left side and LR  for the right: 
1 − f0 
∞ 
LL(ξ) ≡  σ02πBLξ dν,  (86a)
−D  0 
1 − f0 
∞ 
LR(ξ) ≡  σ02πBRξ dν,  (86b)
−D  0 
which, using the same procedure as in [32], leads to a new particular solution for
  
� �
� � 
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˘ φ1: 
1 
φ ˘p 
1 = 
λ2  − A − LRE2(ˆ Σ(x − Δx)) 
ˆ
−λx  λxE1[(λ + ˆ + LR 
Σ 
e  Σ)(ˆ g(x − Δx) + e  Σ(x − Δx))]
2λ 
ˆ Σ  λxE1[(λ + ˆ − LLE2(Σ ˆx) + LL  e 
−λx g(x) + e  Σ)x]  ,  (87)
2λ 
where 
(λ− ˆ e Σ)x  Ei[(λ − ˆ λ = ˆ Σ)x],  Σ, 
g(x) ≡  dx =  (88) ˆ x  ln x,  λ = Σ, 
which makes use of the extension to Ei(x) noted in [3]: 
Ei(−x) ≡ −E1(x), 0 < x. 
Next we apply the Marshak and ﬁnite boundary conditions. The homogeneous 
solution for φ ˘
1  is the same as derived earlier, and we still set c2  = 0 to preserve 
the condition in Eq. (74c).  After some algebraic manipulation,  and noting the 
convenient equal divergence and limits described in [32], it can be shown that the 
average energy deposited in a cell (  R ˜) follows the superposition principle for left 
and right sides of the cell. This superposition is a characteristic of the linearity of 
the transport problem. That is to say, 
R ˜ = R ˜
L + R ˜
R. 58 
The temperature update in a cell then becomes 
cv (T1 − T0) + f0cσpaT0
4 = R ˜
L + R ˜
R,
Δt
Δt 
( ˜ T1 − T0 =  RL + R ˜
R − f0cσpaT0
4).  (89) 
cv 
Two separate equations arise from Eq. (89), one for each side of the cell.  Since 
both the left boundary temperature TL  and the right boundary temperature TR 
limit the time step in similar ways, we here deﬁne the maximum temperature 
Tm ≡ max(TL,TR). 
Tm − T1 = Tm − T0 − 
Δt 
(R ˜
L + R ˜
R − f0cσpaT0
4),  (90) 
cv 
As in [32], the maximum principle is only satisﬁed if the boundary temperature is 
greater than the update temperature, meaning the right side of Eq. (90) is positive: 
Δt 
Tm − T0 >  (R ˜
L + R ˜
R − f0cσpaT0
4),  (91) 
cv 
or, rearranging, the maximum principle can be stated in the same form as that in 
[32], 
cv(Tm − T0)
Δt <  ,  (92)
R ˜
L(Δx, Δt) + R ˜
R(Δx, Δt) − f0cσpaT0
4 
The term Tm − T0  in the numerator here is misleading; it suggests a greater 
diﬀerence in temperature between a cell and its neighbor permits a larger time step
 59 
before becoming unbounded.  The opposite is true.  An analysis of the frequency-
independent DMP leads to an inequality with T 4  − T 4  in the denominator, for  m  0 
example. 
3.4  Multidimensional Considerations 
Given the results achieved in the one-dimensional case, the maximum principle in 
multiple dimensions can be extrapolated by adjusting R ˜. Since the average energy 
deposited (  R ˜) is separable in that it follows superposition rules, the composite term 
is as follows: 
S J 
˜ ˜ Rtot =  Rs(Δx, Δt),  (93) 
s=1 
where S is the number of faces on the cell in question and s is the face index. We 
note that our methods do not consider transverse leakage terms.  Superimposing 
multiple single-dimension problems into higher-dimension problems cannot account 
for leakage between spatial dimensions; the 1-D problems assume a symmetry that 
does not exist in higher dimensions. 
The question of what to use for Δx, the spatial length scale, in higher dimen­
sions is important. In one dimension, it is obvious that the cell size is equal to its 
length.  However, in multiple dimensions, the cell size is an area or volume, and 
linear distance becomes more diﬃcult to deﬁne uniquely.  To resolve this charac­60 
teristic length, we ﬁrst turned to the work done by Bardsley and Dubi [4], who 
expound upon the average-chord-length theorem developed by Dirac [10].  This 
theorem states that for any three-dimensional volume, the average chord length 
within that volume is given by 
Δ ¯x = 4 
V
,  (94)
A 
where  V  is  the  volume  and  A  is  the  surface  area  of  the  volume.  We  use  this 
deﬁnition to describe the value Δx in three dimensions to redeﬁne the discrete 
maximum inequality 
cv(Tm − T0)
Δt <  , Tm = max(Ts).  (95)
R ˜
tot(Δx, Δt) − f0cσpaT0
4 
Unfortunately, in practice this mean chord length resulted in inaccurate predic­
tions.  We leave formulation of a more accurate characteristic length for future 
study.  In this work, we restrict our problems to have equal spatial grid sizes in x 
and y directions and use this size as the characteristic length. 
3.5  The Multigroup Approximation in Frequency 
A “multigroup approximation” is often performed to allow the emission and ab­
sorption characteristics of individual frequency spectra to be represented as a sum  
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instead of a continuous integral. We derive such a technique here. Without approx­
imation, we can split an integral into a ﬁnite sum of integrals over sub-intervals: 
G ∞  J 
f(ν) dν =  fg, 
0  g=0 
where the group function is deﬁned as 
g−1 
fg ≡  f(ν) dν. 
g 
3.5.1  Riemann Approximation 
In this work, a Riemann approximation is used to ﬁnd the group values for con­
tinuous integrals as described above.  Continuous integrals may be computed as 
the sums of many trapezoidal areas that roughly approximate the shape of the 
integrand (see Figure 9). There are several diﬀerent methods of implementing the 
Riemann sum.  The value of the function over a range can be the function eval­
uated at the leftmost part of the range,  the value at the rightmost part of the 
range, or the value in the center of the range.  The approximation in Figure 9 is 
representative of a fourth, more accurate method:  the “trapezoidal” method.  In 
this method, the Riemann segment has an upper value that is the linear-ﬁt average 
of the function in the cell instead of the function evaluated at any one point.  In 63 
3.5.2  Accuracy of Multigroup Approximation 
In order to compare the multigroup approximation to an analytic solution,  the 
DMP was calculated using the multigroup method described above and with an 
analytic solve using the MatLab computer algebra software. The results are shown 
in Figure 10.  Calculating the relative error between the two methods led to a 
machine-precision diﬀerence in all cases.  For the large set of cases used to create 
the discrete maximum curve shown in Figure 10, the analytic method took about 
160 seconds, while the multigroup method took just over 23 seconds, suggesting the 
multigroup method is on the order of seven times faster than the analytic method. 
Using this multigroup approximation technique and the numerical solution for 
E3(ˆ ΣΔx) discussed in Appendix A, Eq. (79) becomes signiﬁcantly more compu­
tationally eﬃcient.  It also corresponds with the multigroup opacity data used in 
milagro[15]. 
An interesting result occurs when the multigroup approximation is applied to 
the estimate R ˜. In Figure 10 we note that the analytic Discrete Maximum Principle 
curve, obtained from a numerical integral over frequency in Matlab, diverges from 
the experimental data somewhere between a Δt of 0.001 and 0.01 shakes.  This 64 
Figure 10: Multigroup versus Analytic Solutions for the DMP 
suggests that the analytic discrete maximum principle is not conservative enough 
to match experiment. However, when the multigroup approximation is applied, the 
curve matches much more closely, as shown in Figure 11. It is not entirely surprising 
that the multigroup approximation is more accurate, since the experimental results 
were generated using a 100-group frequency grid in the IMC code milagro [15]. 65 
Figure 11: Multigroup Approximation of DMP 
3.5.3  Gray Case 
Because  of  the  structure  of  the  codes  in  which  the  DMP  prediction  will  likely 
be  used,  it  is  essential  to  construct  an  algorithm  that  will  treat  both  the  gray 
and multifrequency cases.  A derivation of the discrete maximum principle for the 
frequency-independent gray case is included here that takes the same form as Eq. 
(76). 
We  start  with  the  gray  transport  equation  in  one  dimension  in  [16],  which  
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assumes that photon intensity is independent of angle and can be integrated out: 
1 ∂I  ∂I  1 
1  acT0
4 
+ µ  + σ0I = σ0(1 − f0)  I dµ + σ0f0  ,  (96) 
c ∂t  ∂x  2 2 −1 
with the boundary and initial conditions 
ac 
I(0, µ, t) =  T 
4 ,  0 < µ ≤ 1, 0 ≤ t,  (97)
2 
u 
ac 
I(X, µ, t) =  T0
4 ,  −1 < µ ≤ 0, 0 ≤ t,  (98)
2 
ac 
I(x, µ, 0) =  TR
4 ,  0 ≤ x ≤ ∞, |µ| < 1.  (99)
2 
Implicitly time diﬀerencing Eq. (96), we arrive at 
1 I1 − I0  ∂I1  1 
1  acT0
4 
+ µ  + σ0I1 = σ0(1 − f0)  I1  dµ + σ0f0  ,  (100) 
c  Δt  ∂x  2 2 −1 
where I1 ≡ I(t1). Using the initial condition in Eq. (99), 
∂I1  Σt − Σa 
1 
µ  + ΣtI1 =  I1  dµ + A,  (101)
∂x  2  −1 
where 
1 
Σt ≡ σ0 +  ,  (102) 
cΔt 
1 
Σa ≡ f0σ0 +  ,  (103) 
cΔt
 
ac  TR 
4
 
A ≡  f0σ0T0
4 +  .  (104)
2  cΔt  
 
 
 
 
     
       
� �   
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Next a diﬀusion approximation is applied. Deﬁning φ ≡  I1dµ and Dg ≡ 1/3Σt, 
∂2φ 
−Dg  + Σaφ = A,  (105)
∂x2 
and we apply the Marshak boundary condition 
φ(0) − 2Dg 
∂φ 
= acT 
4 . 
∂x  x=0 
u 
The solution to this set of diﬀerential equations is 
A  2Bu − 2A/Σa 
√ 
−x  3ΣaΣt φ(x) =  +    e .  (106)
Σa  Σa 1 + 2 3Σt 
We next use this in the temperature update equation applied to the ﬁrst cell, 
Δx  cv 
Δt
(T1 − T0) = f0σ0 
1 
Δx  0 
φ(x) dx − acT 
4 
0  . 
Applying Eq. (106) and rearranging, 
Tu − T1 = Tu − T0 − Δt 
σ0f0 
cv 
A 
Σa 
+ 
1 
acT 4 
u 
− 2A/Σa 
1 
Λ 
,  (107) 
where we deﬁne Λ by 
�  √ 
Λ ≡  1 + 2 
Σa 
3Σt 
Δx  3ΣaΣt 
1 − e−Δx 
√ 
3ΣaΣt  .  (108) 
Requiring that the left side of Eq. (107) remain positive, a gray discrete maxi­
mum principle can be derived in a form similar to the multigroup one: 
cv(Tu − T0)
Δt <  ,  (109)
R − f0cσ0aT0
4    
68 
with
 
f0σ0A A  1 
R ≡  acT 
4 −  . + f0σ0  u Σa  Σa  Λ 
Ideally, the multifrequency formulation in the case that G = 1 should return iden­
tical results to the gray case; however, we expect some small deviation in the two 
solutions because of the uncollided ﬂux distrubtion assumptions used in the mul­
tifrequency case.  It should also be noted that in the gray case, σ0  = σp.  This 
derivation mirrors that in [2]. 
3.6  Small ΔT 
An unexpected discovery about the characteristics of the DMP inequality emerged 
while observing multiple time steps as a Marshak wave distributes heat across a 
material.  The DMP was used to predict violations on each cell of the mesh.  To 
avoid division-by-zero errors, if the estimated energy to be deposited in a cell R ˜ is 
zero for all cells near the one being evaluated, the DMP assumed no violations from 
that cell.  As a result, during the ﬁrst time step, only the ﬁrst cell is checked for 
DMP violations for a 1D Marshak wave problem. In successive steps, however, the 
DMP incorrectly prediced maximum principle violations in cells where neighboring 
cell temperatures were very close to the cell’s own temperature. Unmitigated, this    
69 
is a signiﬁcant ﬂaw in the implementation of the DMP. We demonstrate these false
 
predictions using the grey case DMP inequality. 
The grey, one-dimensional DMP inequality is as follows (see Section 3.5.3): 
T 4 − T 4 1 
−1  cv u  0 Δt <  − 4αT 
3  .  (110)
σac  Tu − T0 Λ 
0 
We  represent  a  neighbor  cell  temperature  Tu  that  is  higher  than  the  local  cell 
temperature T0  as the cell temperature plus some diﬀerence in temperature, or 
Tu = T0 + ΔT.  (111) 
Noting the fourth-order terms in Eq. (110), we consider 
T 
4 = T 
4 + 4ΔTT 
3 + 6ΔT 
2T 
2 + 4ΔT 
3T0 + ΔT 
4 .  (112) u  0 0  0 
As ΔT → 0, 
T 
4 = T 
4 + 4ΔTT 
3 + 6ΔT 
2T 
2 + O(ΔT 
3).  (113) u  0 0  0 
Inserting Eqs. (111) and (113) into Eq. (110), 
cv  Λ 
Δt <  .  (114)
σac 4T0
3(1 − Λα) + 6ΔTT  0
3 + O(ΔT 2) 
If Λ were strictly less than unity, this would not pose a problem; however, in many 
limiting cases, Λ > 1. Recalling deﬁnitions in Eqs. (102), (103), and (108), if σΔx 
is on the order of 1, Λ is greater than unity and the time step size in Eq. (114) 70 
can be restricted to negative values.  In this case,  the DMP limiting time step 
is over-conservative.  For the grey case, we restrict implementation of the DMP 
algorithm to conditions where Λ is strictly greater than one, or 
ΔT  2 
≥  (Λα − 1).  (115)
T0  3
If this condition is not met, then a switch causes the DMP algorithm to be by­
passed. In this work, we also used this test as a basis for a heuristic multigroup case 
switch, iteratively adjusting the implemented switch until expected behavior was 
observed.  Further investigation of the necessary and suﬃcient conditions for the 
DMP may yield more information on the poor behavior of the algorithm at small 
temperature diﬀerences.  Fortunately, since this limit is only of concern when ΔT 
is small, and overheating only occurs when ΔT is large, this test restores accuracy 
to the DMP prediction. 
3.7  Summary 
Having  removed  the  assumption  of  initial  material  and  radiation  thermal  equi­
librium, introduced a computationally eﬃcient estimate of energy deposited (  R ˜), 
made adjustments to consider multidimensional problems, and applied multigroup 
frequency approximations, we arrive at the adjusted DMP, with the following def­   
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initions:
 
cv(Tm − T0)
Δt <  , Tm = max(Ts),  (116a)
R ˜
tot(Δx, Δt) − f0cσpaT 4 
0 
S J 
˜ Rtot(Δx, Δt) ≡  ˜ Rs(Δx, Δt),  (116b) 
s=1 
˜ Rs(Δx, Δt) = 
f0Δt 
Δx 
ζ − 
σp 
λ2 
˜ AΔx − 
σp 
λ2 
1 − f0 
−D 
ζ  ,  (116c) 
ζ ≡ 
G J 
2πσ0,gBu,g 
1 
2 
− E3,g(ˆ ΣgΔx)  ,  (116d) 
g=0 
˜ A ≡ − 
acT 4 
R 
cΔtD 
− 
f0σp 
D 
acT 
4 
0 .  (116e) 
Eqs. (116) represent the adjustments of this work to the discrete maximum principle 
inequality. 72 
4  Results
 
This  chapter  contains  the  results  of  the  methods  developed  in  the  previous 
chapter. Successful operation of the DMP algorithm is deﬁned as predicting viola­
tions when an IMC code returns a solution with overheating, as well as predicting 
a lack of violations when the IMC code solution displays no overheating.  Each 
set of results is evaluated at a variety of time and spatial steps to demonstrate 
the algorithm’s predictive capacity. In turn, we analyze the non-equilbrium initial 
conditions, multigroup approximation in frequency, multple sources impinging on 
a single cell, and the switch for neighboring cells with small diﬀerences in temper­
ature. 
4.1  Multigroup Treatment 
This section evaluates the eﬀectiveness of the multigroup treatment of the DMP 
estimate of R ˜ in Eqs. (116). We compare predicted maximum principle violations 
to actual violations on the same problem benchmarked in [32].  This problem is 
a one-dimensional Marshak wave with a constant hot source on one side and an 
initially cold material.  For a variety of time step sizes Δt, several grid spacings 73 
Δx are selected,  and the ﬁrst time step calculation is performed.  A maximum 
principle violation in the ﬁrst cell, which is the limiting Δx and Δt for boundedness, 
is  assessed.  The  smallest  Δx  that  produces  a  maximum  principle  violation  is 
computed. The data set of these minimum violating Δx’s and corresponding Δt’s 
yields the bounding Δt and Δx set for this particular problem. 
Each problem solution also predicts violations using the DMP inequality in Eq. 
(116).  These bounds are a set of minimum Δx’s that predict  a DMP violation 
for each Δt.  The success of the DMP algorithm is determined by how well the 
predicted violations match the actual violations. 
In order to show the contrast between actual violations and predicted violations, 
a color and symbol scheme is used in Figure 12. A “plus” mark denotes a successful 
prediction by the DMP algorithm, while a failed prediction is indicated by a ﬁlled 
circle.  A red mark is an actual maximum principle violation, while a black mark 
is a lack of violations (bounded). 
For larger Δt and Δx, the DMP algorithm very accurately predicts maximum 
principle violations.  This accuracy diminishes with decreasing Δt, however.  Re­
calling the approximate calculation of the estimated energy deposited in a cell over 
a time step (  R ˜), the relative error introduced by the approximation increased sig­74
 
Figure 12: Marshak Wave in One Dimension 
niﬁcantly when Δt < 0.001 shakes.  This leads us to expect a poorer performance 
by the DMP inequality as the time step nears 10−4  shakes, evident here. 
To verify that this failure of the DMP algorithm is due to truncation error from 
dropping the terms in Eqs. (77b) and (77d), we test the full-term pseudo-analytic 
DMP from [32] against the truncated pseudo-analytic DMP given identical input 
parameters.  Table 4.1 shows several time step and spatial step sizes along with 
the DMP inequality as calculated by both the non-truncated (full) and truncated 
methods. The data is broken into two sections: Δt, Δx pairs that are not expected 
to produce DMP violations (DMP> 0) and those that are expected to violate the 75 
Δt  Δx  Full  Truncated  Rel. Err. 
5.1e-4  2.1e-4  3.74028e-6  3.74472e-6  1.18708e-3 
1.6e-3  1.8e-2  3.23378e-5  3.23377e-5  3.09236e-6 
1.6e-2  1.3e+0  8.01371e-4  8.01372e-4  1.24786e-6 
1.6e-1  2.0e+1  5.69082e-3  5.69082e-3  1.21248e-6 
1.6e+0  2.1e+2  8.31396e-2  8.31397e-2  1.20280e-6 
1.6e+1  2.1e+3  7.33246e-1  7.33246e-1  < 1e−10 
5.1e-4  1.9e-4  -5.36018e-6  -5.35573e-6  -8.28330e-4 
1.6e-3  4.6e-2  -3.94675e-5  -3.94676e-5  2.53373e-6 
1.6e-2  1.1e+0  -1.29592e-3  -1.29592e-3  -7.71653e-7 
1.6e-1  1.8e+1  -6.81044e-3  -6.81043e-3  -1.01315e-6 
1.6e+0  1.9e+2  -7.71581e-2  -7.71580e-2  -1.29604e-6 
1.6e+1  1.9e+3  -8.60397e-1  -8.60396e-1  < 1e−10 
Table 1: DMP Inequality Comparisons 
maximum principle (DMP< 0). 
The relative error as a function of spatial step size for both sets of data are 
plotted in Figure 13.  For both bounded and violating cases,  the relative  error 
introduced by truncating Eqs.  (77b) and (77d) increases with decreasing spatial 
step size in a non-conservative direction.  This corroborates our expectations that 
truncation is the leading eﬀect in the DMP algorithm’s poor performance for small 
Δx. Future reconsideration of the truncation assumptions made here may result in 
computationally eﬃcient methods that introduce less error for small spatial grids. 76 
Figure 13: Truncation Error vs Δx 
4.2  Non-Equilibrium Conditions 
In this section we explore conditions where the radiation temperature and ma­
terial temperature are not in thermal equilibrium at the beginning of a time step. 
This occurs, for example, when a small thin material is bombarded by high-energy 
photons, where the temperature of the radiation ﬁeld is higher than the temper­
ature of the material.  To demonstrate the DMP inequality performance in these 
conditions, we select several time and spatial step combinations that do not ex­77 
hibit overheating when solving the Marshak wave problem. We then apply several 
radiation temperature initial conditions throughout the mesh, beginning with tem­
perature in equilibrium with the material, and incrementally increasing it up to 
the temperature of the Marshak source. 
In Figure 14, the results of incrementally increasing the initial radiation tem­
perature are shown.  Four sets of time and spatial step sizes are considered,  as 
shown in Table 2.  For each time and spatial step pair, the DMP inequality value 
is shown, calculated as follows: 
cv(Tu − T0)
DMP ineq. =  − Δt.  (117)
R ˜
T (Δt, Δx) − f0cσpaT0
4 
Thus, if the inequality is less than zero, violations are predicted, and the maximum 
principle violation is more severe the smaller the inequality.  As shown in Figure 
14 and Table 2, the algorithm correctly predicts more violations as the initial radi­
ation temperature in the problem is increased.  While none of the cases originally 
exhibited overheating when the initial condition is in thermal euqilibrium, increas­
ing the initial radiation temperature leads to maximum principle violations.  The 
algorithm predicts this behavior successfully. 78 
Δt (sh)  Δx (cm)
 
1.29e−3  1.25e−2  +8.3e−5  −3.7e−4  −1.0e−3  −1.2e−3 
4.04e−3  2.28e−1  +1.3e−3  +1.6e−5  −3.0e−3  −3.8e−3 
1.86e−2  2.51e+0  +9.8e−3  +3.8e−3  −1.3e−2  −1.7e−2 
1.65e−1  3.71e+1  +1.5e−1  +7.6e−2  −1.1e−1  −1.5e−1 
TR : 0.001 keV  0.33 keV  0.67 keV  1.0 keV 
Table 2: Eﬀects of initial radiation temperature on DMP
 
Figure 14: Initial Radiation Temperature Eﬀects 
4.3  Multiple Sources 
We consider a multidimensional case with hot sources on two neighboring sides 
of a material.  In particular, we address a problem with a choice of Δt and Δx 
such that neither surface source causes a maximum principle violation by itself, 
but, when combined, overheating occurs (see Figure 15).  Otherwise the problem 79 
characteristics remain the same as the 1-D problem used elsewhere. This tests the 
linear superposition assumption for estimated energy deposition. As can be seen in 
Figure 16, over a wide range of time steps the DMP algorithm predicts the onset of 
overheating consistently.  However, there is room for improvement, as can be seen 
by the solid red circles, which represent calculations in which overheating occurs 
but the algorithm failed to predict it.  The reason for these errors in prediction 
isn’t certain; future work should address the linear superposition assumption for 
mutliple sources as well as statistical uncertainty of the solutions. We additionally 
note transverse leakage from the superposition of two 1-D energy depositions onto 
a 2-D problem a source of error. 
Figure 15: Multiple Marshak Wave Sources
 80 
Figure 16: Multiple Marshak Wave Sources 
4.4  Small ΔT 
In this work, we circumvent the “false positives” that originate from neighboring 
cells with similar temperatures by implementing a cutoﬀ temperature diﬀerence. 
If the diﬀerence in temperatures between one cell and its neighbor is below the 
cutoﬀ, its contribution to the cell’s DMP inequality will not be considered; if all 
temperature diﬀerences are below the cutoﬀ, the DMP algorithm will assume no 
violations  occur.  The  cutoﬀ  is  based  on  the  grey  derivation  of  the  DMP  and 
requires that the ratio of a neighbor temperature to a local cell be an order of 
magnitude before the DMP algorithm activates.  The order of magnitude cutoﬀ 81 
is  the  heuristic  result  beginning  with  Eq.  (115)  and  adjusting  iteratively  .  In 
Figures 17 and 18, the beneﬁt of the switch is demonstrated.  Black dots indicate 
a maximum principle violation prediction, and black crosses show where the DMP 
inequality  predicts  no  violation.  Figure  17  shows  the  results  without  a  cutoﬀ. 
Successive curves show the development of the material temperature proﬁle over 
time. In order to be considered a violation, a data point has to be higher than any 
neighboring temperature at a previous time step. The Marshak source is 1.0 keV, 
marked by the horizontal dotted line. The only true maximum violation should be 
in cell 1 immediately after the start of the problem (0 dt); however, without the 
cutoﬀ switch implemented, many similar-temperature neighboring cells incorrectly 
predict maximum principle violations.  In Figure 18, once the cutoﬀ switch has 
been implemented, the false positives have been entirely removed. 82 
Figure 17: Multiple Time Steps, no cutoﬀ
 
Figure 18: Multiple Time Steps, with cutoﬀ
 83 
4.5  Summary 
The results of the implementation of the methods described in this work justify 
their inclusion in the DMP algorithm and general use in IMC solution codes.  It 
is especially important to note that while the DMP algorithm is a good predictor 
of the onset of overheating, statistical noise in the problem solution itself may re­
sult in overheating that the deterministic DMP inequality does not predict.  The 
multigroup treatment of the energy deposition term in Eqs.  (116) results in an 
algorithm that is faster than previous pseudo-analytic implementations and agrees 
more closely with experiment.  In the event of non-equilibrium initial conditions, 
the qualitative behavior of the DMP inequality in Eqs. (116) functions as expected. 
When multiple “hot” cells surround a single cell, as in the case with a corner cell 
with  two  surface  sources  neighboring  it,  the  DMP  is  a  good  predictor  of  over­
heating; however, more rigorous analysis of the superposition of deposited energy 
may yield a more robust method that will better predict overheating. Lastly, with 
the inclusion of a cutoﬀ switch, the DMP algorithm is much less likely to predict 
false positives from neighboring cells with similar temperatures; in a test problem 
(Figure 18) they were eliminated entirely. 84 
5  Conclusions 
The DMP algorithm was developed in order to predict the onset of overheating 
caused by approximations made in the IMC equations for solving radiative heat 
transfer problems.  In this work, four issues in existing implementations were ad­
dressed: analytic treatment of frequency dependent problems, thermal equilibrium 
initial condition assumptions, single-source (1-D) problem limitations,  and poor 
predictions in neighboring cells with similar temperatures. 
Analytic treatment of frequency was treated by applying multifrequency ap­
˜ proximations to the energy deposition term R in Eq.  (116) and truncating com­
plicated terms. This change led to results with a small increase in error but seven 
times faster calculations in a MatLab[24] test code.  It also enabled the implemen­
tation of the calculation of R ˜ in milagro[15], which uses a multifrequency approx­
imation for its opacities.  The truncation errors contribute most signiﬁcantly at 
small spatial step sizes; however, the relative error remains small. 
The assumption of initial equilibrium conditions between the material and ra­
diation ﬁeld temperatures was removed, and the DMP inequality was re-derived 
in a similar form.  Removing this assumption allowed the DMP-based prediction 85 
to successfully predict overheating in problems that it would not have prior to this 
adjustment. 
While the original DMP theory treated only a single source as a basis for pre­
dicting overheating, the algorithm has been expanded to consider multiple sources. 
The DMP theory now considers energy deposition from all boundary conditions, 
neighboring material temperatures, and radiation temperatures in predicting over­
heating.  In  this  expansion,  linear  superposition  of  energy  deposition  from  all 
sources was assumed, introducting transverse leakage problems from superimposing 
multiple 1-D problems to simulate a multidimensional problem.  There was some 
unidentiﬁed error in the ability of the algorithm to accurately predict overheating 
in light of multiple sources, so this assumption needs to be revisited in future work; 
however, these errors were infrequent and its predictive performance for multiple 
sources was robust across a wide range of spatial grid and time step sizes. 
Lastly, a cutoﬀ switch was developed for cases in which the DMP inequality was 
likely to incorrectly predict overheating in two neighboring cells with similar tem­
peratures.  While this initial cutoﬀ criteria is rudimentary, it serves to adequately 
prevent false maximum principle violation predictions in most cases. 86 
In conclusion,  these four weaknesses in the theoretical basis of the DMP in 
[32] were either removed or strengthened signiﬁcantly. The new DMP algorithm is 
more versatile and robust than previous implementations and is a more powerful 
tool for predicting troublesome overheating in IMC problem solving codes. 
5.1  Future Work 
There is still signiﬁcant work that can be done to develop the discrete maximum 
principle and its applications in IMC radiative heat transfer codes.  In particular, 
the next logical implementation step is to build a routine whereby the user is given 
an appropriate time step for the problem and choice of spatial grid size when a 
violation is predicted.  Unfortunately, the limiting time step is dependent on the 
estimated energy deposited in the cell, which in turn is dependent on time step 
itself, so an iterative procedure would be necessary. A simple Euler method could 
likely be used to swiftly ﬁnd such a time step for the most limiting cell in the 
problem.  Additionally, the modiﬁcations made in this work need to be tested on 
a larger variety of problems to test its robustness. 
Additionally, Dr. Wollaber at Los Alamos National Laboratory has determined 
necessary and suﬃcient conditions to rigorously bound the discrete maximum prin­
ciple theory in a somewhat more robust way than has been done here, although it 87 
assumed the same limitations in the problem description as in previous work [31]. 
Having provided lower and upper bounds for the time step restriction, and given 
the approximate threshold derived in this work, continuing eﬀorts are underway 
to remove assumptions and accurately estimate the grid sizes at wich maximum 
principle violations may occur. 88 
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A  Approximating En(ξ) 
˜ A signiﬁcant barrier to analytically solving R in the discrete maximum principle 
statement is obtaining appropriate values for the exponential integrals.  We com­
pare an approximation of the exponential integral that is more computationally 
friendly with an iterative expansion method.  One such expansion is described by 
the Wolfram group [29]: 
n−1 e J  n + j
En(ξ) ≈ 
−ξ 
1 − 
 
j
i 
=0  .  (118)
ξi+1 ξ 
i=0
Eq.  (118) is an asymptotic expansion that should be truncated at a number 
of  terms  equal  to  the  order  n  of  the  integral,  the  upper  limit  in  the  sum.  To 
compare various terms, see Figure 19 and 20. These graphs were generated of the 
generic E3(ξ) approximation, which is of interest to us because this term appears 
˜ in R.  The 2-term expansion coincides most quickly with the actual exponential 
integral, which is expected given the n − 1 term limit.  The benchmark for the 
approximation is taken from a script with machine-precision accuracy given in the 
Numerical  Recipes  series.  The  script  is  an  iterative  method  for  converging  on 
exponential integral values [26].    
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Figure 19: Approximating E3(ξ) 
The  relative  error  between  the  two-term  approximation  and  the  benchmark 
integral decreases exponentially, crossing 1% error just before ξ = 18.  Imposing 
this 1% error as a minimum, the limits of this approximation can be derived. Since 
the exponential integral of interest is E3(ˆ ), we have the following:  ΣΔx
ˆ ΣΔx ≥ 18, 
1 
σ0 + Δx ≥ 18. 
cΔt 
σ0  can vary signiﬁcantly by problem;  for this work, we assume the user-deﬁned 
values Δx  and Δt  to be the limiting terms in this inequality.  Conservatively, we 
impose the inequality on only the right term of ˆ Σ: 
1 Δx (σ0 +  )Δx >  ≥ 18. 
cΔt  cΔt 94 
Figure 20: Relative error in approximating En(ξ) 
A relative error of 1% for this exponential integral can be obtained as long as the 
following criterion is met: 
Δx  18 
≥ 
Δt  c 
≥ .060042 < 0.1  (119) 
Conservatively, a 1% margin of error can only be retained by assuring the ratio 
between Δx  and Δt  is greater than 0.1. 
The signiﬁcant limitations on user parameter choices discourages use of the 
approximation without signiﬁcant increase in eﬃciency. In order to determine the 
time beneﬁt of the approximation [29] against the iterative expansion method [26],    
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500 runs to calculate E3(ξ) of each method were timed and set into a ratio for 
various values of argument ξ. The results are given in ﬁgure 21. 
Figure 21: Run time ratios for calculating En(ξ): iteration vs approximation 
The sudden increase at ξ = 1 arises because of a switch in methodology.  The 
method for ξ less than unity is a digamma series, while the method for greater ξ 
is a continued fraction. The two expansions in the iterative method are as follows: 
∞ (−ξ)n−1  J  (−ξ)m 
En(ξ < 1) =  [− ln ξ + ψ(n)] −  ,
(n − 1)!  (m − n + 1)m!
m=0,m =n−1 
1 1 · n  2(n + 1) 
En(ξ ≥ 1) = e 
−ξ  ...  . 
ξ + n−  ξ + n + 2−  ξ + n + 4− 
While the approximation approaches two orders of magnitude faster than the 
expansion method near ξ  = 1, it is only an order of magnitude faster when the 96 
approximation is within 1% error of the expansion method.  The relatively minor 
gain in using the approximation is outweighed by its restrictive useful range.  In 
conclusion, we intend to make use of the expansion solution in computing terms 
of E3(Σ ˆx) instead of applying the asymptotic expansion. 